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Fig.3 Radial profiles of polarization angle measured
and calculated using equilibrium code.
Fig.2 A polarization angle derived from the ratio of intensity
measured in Fig. 1
Fig.l Spectrum of beam emission measured with different
polarization angle using MSE spectroscopy
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§ 62. Measurement of Pitch Angle of
Magnetic Field Using Photon Counting
Soft X-Ray CCO Camera
The measurements of pitch angle of magnetic field are
important to estimate the radial profile of rotational
transform in the study of formation of internal transport
barrier as well as :MHO stability. The MSE spectroscopy
using linear polarizer and spectrometer has been installed in
LHD to measure the radial profile of rotational transform.
Figure 1 show the spectra of emitted from the neutral
beam (140keV) measured with different polarization angle.
The spectra with 0° degree mainly corresponds to the 0'
component, which is polarized parallel to the magnetic field,
while the spectra with 90° degree mainly corresponds to the
7t component. which is perpendicular to the magnetic field.
The spectra with 45° and 135° degree are mixture of cr
component and the 7t component and the differences give the
polarization angle.
In general, the polarization angle is given by the intensity
ratio of two directions ( 0, 90 or 45, 135 for the linearly
polarized 7t component. However, the polarization angle of a
circularly polarized 0' component cannot be determined by
the intensity ratio of two directions. The measurement of the
four spectra at 0°, 45°, 90°, and 135° polarization angles
enable us to eliminate the circularly polarized component
and the. overlap of the linearly polarized sigma component
and 1t component and derive the polarization angle both for
7t component. and 0' component as shown in Fig.2
Figure 3 shows the comparison of polarization angle
measured with that calculated using equilibrium code with
bulk pressure and bulk pressure plus beam pressure and
toroidal current. The radial profile of polarization angle
measured shows good agreement with that calculated by
including beam pressure and toroidal current.
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